
                                                                  

           Interview Transcript:  KARRIE WEBB
           May 20, 2010
           Hamilton Farm Golf Club

           INTERVIEWER:  Karrie, you just won 4 & 3.  Great job.  If you can just
           start with general comments.
 
           KARRIE WEBB:  I felt pretty good out there today.  Got off to a nice
           start.  I was 2 up through 3, birdied 2 and 3, so that was a nice
           start.  I played pretty consistently from there.

           INTERVIEWER:  Questions?

           Q.  If you don't mind asking about Juli, I mean, you've been out here a
           while, you've seen her out here a while.  Why is she succeeding at the
           age she is and why is she so tough?  She never led in her match until
           the last hole.

           KARRIE WEBB:  Sorry?

           Q.  She never led in her match until the last hole.

           KARRIE WEBB:  Okay.  All right.

           Q.  Why is she just so tough competitively?

           KARRIE WEBB:  Well, I think that's the great thing about golf is that,
           you know, there's players out here winning at 18 and, you know, Juli's
           still capable of winning at -- well, almost the big 5-0.  Juli's just
           a grinder.  She keeps herself in great shape and I think Juli loves to
           practice, so she keeps her game in good shape all the time.  I
           think -- and match play's one of those -- one of those formats that,
           you know, I don't know how -- if there were many upsets today in the
           low seeds, but it's quite easily done.  I mean, everyone out here can
           get hot for 18 holes and win a match.  I actually, when I saw the
           pairing of Juli and Suzann, I thought Juli would really give Suzann a
           good match today.  I didn't realize they went to extra holes.  The
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           last time I saw, Suzann was 1 up playing the last, so that's great for
           Juli.

           Q.  You've been out here for a while, as we've just said.  Now that
           Lorena has retired and the number 1 spot is sort of up for grabs
           again, there are a few names tossed around and your game has come back
           as much as it has in a couple years, where do you see yourself in the
           next year or two in this new competitive climate?

           KARRIE WEBB:  I think I see myself still working hard and working hard
           to try and enjoy myself a little bit more, enjoy the success more and
           maybe not be so hard on myself when my game isn't as good as I would
           like.  And I think with that combination and the things that I've been
           doing, the mental work I've been doing and the physical work I've been
           doing on my swing and stuff like that, I think, you know, it's just a
           matter of time.  I feel that I can put it all together and, you know,
           I've gotten off to a pretty consistent start this year, probably my
           most consistent start for a few years.  You know, I just haven't had a
           win on the LPGA but obviously one down in Australia, so I feel very
           good about where my game's at.
                                        
           Q.  Do you think you could be the next number 1?

           KARRIE WEBB:  I don't know.  I don't go to bed at night and wake up in
           the morning thinking that that's my ultimate goal at the end of the
           day.  I think the ultimate goal for me every day is to play as good as
           I can.  And you know, points-wise, I think I'm about four wins away
           from even contemplating it, so I would like to get the first win under
           my belt and keep building from there.  If it were to happen, that
           would be great, but I'm just working on trying to play the best I can.

           Q.  In a tournament like this, is it good to have a relatively quick
           first day?

           KARRIE WEBB:  I think so.  I think if you could have quick matches all
           the way through would be good, but you know, it's nice to get off to a
           good start and have a 2-, 3-up lead for a good part of the day.  You
           know, again with match play, you just never know.  You just want to
           try and finish your match as quickly as you can.

           INTERVIEWER:  Any other questions?  Thank you.

           KARRIE WEBB:  Thank you.
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